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Çàïðîïîíîâàíî íîâó êîíöåïö³þ àíàë³çó ñåéñì³÷íèõ äàíèõ. Âîíà áàçóºòüñÿ íà ïîïåðåäíüîìó âèâ÷åíí³ ñåéñì³÷íîãî ôîíó. Äëÿ éîãî ïàðàìåòðèçàö³¿ âèêîðèñòîâóºòüñÿ ìàòåìàòè÷íà
ìîäåëü ç ô³çè÷íî íåçä³éñíåííèìè ñèãíàëàìè. Òàêîæ ïðîïîíóºòüñÿ ñïåöèô³÷íà ìàòåìàòè÷íà ìîäåëü ñàìîãî ñåéñì³÷íîãî ñèãíàëó. Îñîáëèâ³ñòü ìîäåë³ ïîëÿãàº â òîìó, ùî âîíà äîçâîëÿº ñèìóëþâàòè ñåéñì³÷í³ õâèë³ ð³çíèìè êëàñàìè ñèãíàë³â, êîæåí ç ÿêèõ çÿâëÿºòüñÿ â ïîòîö³ ç³ ñâîºþ òèì÷àñîâîþ çàòðèìêîþ. Öåé ïðîöåñ ðîçãëÿäàºòüñÿ íà ì³êðîñåéñì³÷íîìó ôîí³.
Ïðèðîäíî ìîäåëþâàòè ïîò³ê ô³çè÷íî çä³éñíåííèìè ñèãíàëàìè. Ìàºòüñÿ íà óâàç³, ùî ñèãíàëè íå ìàþòü ïåðåä³ñòîð³¿. Àëå òàêå óÿâëåííÿ ñèãíàëó íåïðèéíÿòíî ç äâîõ ïðè÷èí. Ïåðøà
ïîâÿçàíà ç ãëàäê³ñòþ ñèãíàëó â òî÷ö³ éîãî ïîÿâè íà ñåéñì³÷íîìó çàïèñ³. Äðóãà ïîâÿçàíà ç
òèì, ùî íà ôîí³ ñåéñì³÷íîãî øóìó íå ìîæëèâî ÷³òêî âèä³ëèòè ÷àñ âñòóïó ñèãíàëó. Îñòàííÿ
îáñòàâèíà íå äàº ìîæëèâîñò³ îòðèìàòè òî÷íèé äåòåðì³íîâàíèé ÷àñ âñòóïó ñèãíàëó. Òîìó ÷àñ
âñòóïó ñèãíàëó ïðåäñòàâëÿºòüñÿ ÿê âèïàäêîâà âåëè÷èíà ç äîâ³ð÷èì ³íòåðâàëîì, ùî çàëåæèòü â³ä ð³âíÿ ì³êðîñåéñì³÷íèõ øóìó. Ïîíÿòòÿ óçàãàëüíåíîãî ñåéñì³÷íîãî ñèãíàëó ïðåäñòàâëåíî ÿê ôóíêö³þ ÷àñó ³ âåêòîðà ïàðàìåòð³â, ÿê³ âèçíà÷àþòü éîãî ôîðìó, åíåðã³þ, ì³ñöå
â ïîòîö³ ³íøèõ ñèãíàë³â, éîãî ñïåêòðàëüí³ õàðàêòåðèñòèêè ³ â ö³ëîìó éîãî ïîâåä³íêó â óñ³é
³ñòîð³¿ éîãî ³ñíóâàííÿ. Áóäü-ÿêà øèðîêî ïîøèðåíà ìîäåëü ñåéñì³÷íîãî ñèãíàëó º îêðåìèì
âèïàäêîì çàïðîïîíîâàíî¿ ìîäåë³. Àáî, á³ëüø ñòðîãî, áóäü-ÿêèé ³íøèé êëàñ øèðîêî â³äîìèõ
ìîäåëåé ñåéñì³÷íîãî ñèãíàëó º ã³ïåðïëîùèíîþ â ïðîñòîð³ ïàðàìåòð³â çàïðîïîíîâàíî¿ ìîäåë³.
Êëþ÷îâ³ ñëîâà: ñåéñì³÷íèé ñèãíàë, âèïàäêîâèé ïîò³ê, àïîñòåðèîðíà â³ðîã³äí³ñòü, ñåéñì³÷íèé øóì, ìàòåìàòè÷íà ìîäåëü.

Introduction. For creation of a universal model of seismic signal we took into account the fundamental empirical research of seismic signal and mathematical models were used for their approximation
[Berzon et al., 1962; Ricker, 1953]. Also we used the streaming nature of seismic process and we considered that seismic signal must be a wave as it was noticed in [Addison, 2002]. So far as the aim of discussed modeling is to use the model for estimating the real signal parameters, which is registered against the background microseismic noise, we use the next additional restrictions. The first one is connected with the accuracy of the signal parameter evaluation that is dependent on the background noise
power. The second one is connected with the fact that such evaluation depends on the prehistory of signal energy. The prehistory we represent as a time of signal existence under the level of background noise. Key property of mathematical model of every seismic signal: is this signal model physically realizable or it isnt? We will set such a frame rule. If the mathematical model is different from physically realizable one in a selected metrics less then ε, we consider the model may be taken in as a physically realizable model. Of course the å is dependent from the power of background noise. Note that the physical
reliability of the signal is to satisfy two conditions. These conditions have causality and stability [Robinson, 1967].
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Mathematical model. The seismic process as a stochastic one has a dual nature. The coda of seismic waves consists of superposition of a set of single waves. Every of these elements of a set is a supplement for this composition in different time. These time moments are the structure of stochastic flow.
The second stochastic component of seismic process is the stochastic vector that defines the form of every single wave from this set. In proposed mathematical model of seismic process we assembled the parameters that are defining a flow nature of process and the stochastic vector of wave shape into common
stochastic vector. This vector defines the every single wave in the set but when vectors are combined into
matrix this matrix represents the whole process.
Stochastic flow process. Taking into account the physical essence of Bernoulli flow as flow of points we stopped our attention at this one as a more suitable to model the real seismic process. Without
loss of generality in mathematical modeling of seismic process we shall use Bernoulli one as one of possible flow process.
In definition of stochastic Bernoulli process we shall be followed by [Bolshakov, 1969]. We call Bernoulli flow such a stream in which the events are falling out independently, and their number in the Ω area
is fixed or, in more general case, do not exceed the specified number K. Let into Ω area there are appeared K or less then K events, but no more than K, that occurs with known partial probability density
e i ( t , P i ) , i = 1, K . P i is vector of free parameters of distribution. Moreover the events under number
i might be not occurred because of the fact that for probability p i of such event it is permitted to be less
than unit. It depends from area Ω.
p i ( Ù , Pi ) =

∫ e i ( t , P i ) d t ≤ 1,

i = 1, K .

(1)

Ω

From our point of view we stopped our attention at Bernoulli process as a more suitable to model the
real seismic one. Without loss of generality in mathematical modeling of seismic process we shall use
Bernoulli one as one of possible. For modeling seismic background we use Poisson process as a flow arrival time of a single microseism.
Mathematical model of isolated single generalized seismic impulse. In composing the mathematical model of seismic signal we are basing on the results of fundamental empirical researches of
seismic signal. The big part of these outcomes are reflected in [Berzon et al., 1962]. To follow this result we have a possibility to formulate the main requirement to mathematical model of seismic signal. It
should be compatible with the physical principles of mechanics on the one hand. And the same time
model should satisfy the requirements of a particular mathematical model in estimating the parameters
in the optimization procedure with the other hand. But these principles are included partly in mutual contradiction. And we have to smooth these differences due to the approximation approach to solving the
problem. Moreover, it is unavoidable in the conditions of the presence of natural microseismic background.
We have to taking into account seismic signal has to satisfy the three main properties [Berzon et al.,
1962]. The specifics of these properties in are not discussed in rigorous manner but rather verbal one.
Into mentioned investigation there is assumed that the signal is physically realizable one and is considered it is appearing at the moment t = 0. The prehistory of seismic process before the signal appearance is not discussed. The set of successful examples of the mathematical models of signal are given. The
requirements are as the following.
1. The duration of impulse has to be approximately not less than duration of several the dominant periods.
2. The seismic impulse has to have the smooth pulse envelope function. The beginning of velocity equals zero. Its smoothing degree has to be not less than degree of smoothing acceleration.
3. The wave front of seismic impulse has to be rather smooth one. Its smoothing degree has to be not
less than degree of smoothing acceleration. It means at beginning of ground motion the speed is
equal zero. The first derivative, which has discontinuity might be starting not before than with acceleration.
We complete the requirements to a single seismic signal in more rigorous manner following for [Robinson, 1967; Addison, 2002]. In order to be classified as a single seismic signal S (t), this function must
satisfy certain mathematical criteria. The first one is stability. It means to have finite energy E in L 2
metric:
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∞

E =

∫

( S ( t )) 2 d t < ∞ .

(2)

−∞

The second one have to be a causal function. It means to satisfy such requirement:
∞

∫

∞

( S ( t )) 2 d t =

−∞

∫

( S ( t − ô)) 2 d t .

(3)

ô

The last property means the signal has a prehistory in which it does not exist and appears only after
moment τ.
Together, these mentioned conditions are known as physically realizable requirements.
And the last condition for the signal is to be a wave. It means to satisfy such requirement as it does
~
not contain constant constituent in Fourier transform. If S ( f ) is the Fourier transform of S (t), i. e.
~
S (f)=

∞

∫

S (t ) e − i ( 2 ð f ) t dt .

(4)

−∞

Than such a condition must be fulfilled
∞

∫
0

ˆ (f)
Ψ
f

2

d f < ∞.

(5)

But working with such a kind of model for the flow of signals are associating with the difficulties with
using of the variation approach [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983] to the problem of estimating the parameters of
the flow. To say more accurate to calculate analytically the derivatives of parameters associated with the
appearance of signals in the stream. Taking into consideration that the process is accompanied by microseismic background [Mostovoy et al., 2008], we cannot accurately estimate the parameters of the signal in the stream. This caused the need to consider the model physically unrealizable signals, but other
than realizable ones is not more than the amount of the background power in metric L 2 .
Heaviside function is used in mathematical model of seismic signal in [Mostovoy, Mostovyi, 2014].
The cumulative probability function (1) as a function of t (upper limit of integral in (1)) is a probability of
arrival time of the signal number i. Moreover vector Pi has components Pi1  mathematical expectation and Pi 2  a dispersion. For instance when we use p i ( t , Pi ) normal distribution in our mathematical model we use it as an approximation of Heaviside function. If we approximate a cumulative probability function of the normal distribution the degree of approximation quality is determined by the dispersion of
the distribution. The smaller the variance Pi 2 more accurate approximation of the Heaviside function. But
this approximation is infinitely differentiable at each point in contrast to the Heaviside function. The same parameter is the variance of the distribution of the signal appearance. Naturally, this dispersion depends on the power of the background. Hereinafter well use instead of Heaviside function for ranging
signals not a real Heaviside function, but a mollified approximation H (t, τ, σ), which is infinitely differentiable. The last condition is necessary for optimization approach to the solution [Evans, 1998]. H (t, τ, σ) =
= F (t, τ, σ), where F (t, τ, σ) is cumulative normal distribution function with dispersion ó that is depending
on background power.
Let us define the single seismic signal S (t, P) as a function of argument t and of a vector P that consists of eight free parameters of model. The transposed vector P T looks like as following:
P T = ( ô , a , á , ù , ã 1, ã 2 , ø , ó ) ,

(6)

where: τ stands as an arrival time of this signal in a wave train; a is an amplitude of signal; α is a damper
in form characteristic of signal; ω is an angle frequency in carrier function; γ1 is a damper power in form
characteristic of signal; γ2 is a growing power of signal front in form characteristic; ψ is a carrier function
phase shift; σ is dispersion of Heaviside approximation. We choose such a model of single seismic signal S (t, P):
S : R × R × [− A , A ] × R + × [ Ω 1 , Ω 2 ] × N 7 { 0 } × N 7 { 0 } × R + × R + 7 { 0 } → R ,
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⎧
⎫
S ( t , P ) = H ( t , ô , ó ) a ( t − ô ) ã 1 exp ⎨ − ⎛⎜ á ( t − ô ) ã 2 ⎞⎟ ⎬ sin ( ù ( ( t − ô ) − ø ) ) ,
⎠⎭
⎩ ⎝
P T = ( ô , a , á , ù , ã 1, ã 2 , ø , ó ) .

(7)

We can see this function is the point into eight dimension space of free model parameters and time τ
S ( t , P ) = Cr ( t , ù , ø ) En ( t , ô , a , á , ã 1, ã 2 , ó ) .

(8)

This chosen function as mathematical model of generalized seismic signal (8) is convenient to represent by the product of two independent factors: Cr (t, ω, ψ) and En (t, τ, a, α, γ1, γ2, σ) . The first one of
the product in (8) is the carrier frequency function. In signal model it is responsible only for carrier frequency parameters
Cr ( t , ù , ø ) = sin ( ù ( t − ô ) + ø) .
(9)
The second factor in (8) is enveloping function En (t, τ, a, α, γ1, γ2, σ) which is responsible for the
shape of this single signal and for the placement of this signal in the streaming process. By the way the
function H (t, τ, σ) in envelope function is responsible for signal shape in period before its appearance up
to the time of overcoming the noise threshold. Another part of (10) controls the signal shape after the time of overcoming mentioned threshold.
⎧
⎫
En ( t , ô , a , á , ã 1, ã 2 , ó ) = H ( t , ô , ó ) a ( t − ô ) ã 1 exp ⎨ − ⎛⎜ á ( t − ô ) ã 2 ⎞⎟ ⎬ .
⎠
⎝
⎩
⎭

(10)

Particular cases. The universal impulse model gives us ability to get different models which are
spread used in practice. For this aim we have to choose the vector of free parameters in full space or in
hyperplane of this space or in a crossing some of hyper-planes. For instance if we choose the vector P
when γ1 = 1 and γ2 = 1 it is a crossing of two hype-planes. We get the well known Berlage impulse [Berzon et al., 1962]. So vector P looks like as following: P T (τ, a, α, ω, 1, 2, ψ, σ). In such case free parameters give us dot in (n  2) dimension space (n = 8) and result looks like as (11).
S ( t , P ) = H ( t , ô , ó ) a ( t − ô ) exp {− (á ( t − ô ) ) } sin ( ù ( ( t − ô ) − ø ) ) .

(11)

Another example when the vector P T (τ, a, α, ω, 0, 2, ψ, σ). when γ1 = 0 and γ2 = 2 it is a crossing of
two hypeplanes as well. We get the well known Puzirov impulse [Berzon et al., 1962]. In such case all
free parameters give us dot in (n – 2) dimension space and result is given as (12).
⎧
⎫
S ( t , P ) = H ( t , ô , ó ) a exp ⎨ − ⎛⎜ á ( t − ô ) 2 ⎞⎟ ⎬ sin ( ù ( ( t − ô ) − ø ) ) .
⎠⎭
⎩ ⎝

(12)

The third important particular case is discussed in [Berzon et al., 1962] it is damping sinusoid. In this
case vector P will be as P T (τ, a, α, ω, 0, 1, ψ, σ). Result will be
S ( t , P ) = H ( t , ô , ó ) a exp {− (á ( t − ô ) ) } sin ( ù ( ( t − ô ) − ø ) ) .

(13)

Numerical simulation. Numerical experiment was directed at simulation all discussed aspect of
proposed mathematical model of seismic data analysis when the data is a wave flow against background. To check up a possibility to
get the information about signal behaviour under background by using specific unrealizable seismic signals models. Under such condition estimation of wave parameters might be
only in probability sense. Background noise
Fig. 1. Here is represented simulation of microseiswas simulated as Poisson flow (Fig. 1). Wamic background noise as Poisson flow of microseisves flow was simulated as Bernoulli stream
mic signals with intensity one per one second. In metof discussed signal models (Fig. 2). The moric C power is at level 2.
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Fig. 2. Here is represented a simulation of Bernoulli flow of seismic waves against microseismic background noise. The wave train is consisted from three
unresolved signals. Three sharp curves are evaluated a posteriori probability density of parameters
τ. The result was got by variation method by LevenbergMarquardt algorithm [Pujol, 2007].

del of wave train is determined by matrix
M = ⎧⎨ P ( 1 ) , P ( 2 ) , P ( 3 ) ⎫⎬ .
⎭
⎩
Conclusions. A new conception of seismic data analysis is proposed. It is based on
preliminary studying seismic background.
Its characteristic is a base for using mathematical models of non realizable seismic signals. The specific mathematical model of the
seismic signal is proposed as well. If we take into account the seismic background, the
timing of the seismic wave packet can be estimated only as a posteriori characteristics
in the form of a random vector. These estimates are based on the power of this background, proposed as a functional vector probability density functions or confidence intervals matrices.

Mathematical model of seismic signal , as a flow
of physically non realizable single seismic waves
© V. S. Mostovoy, S. V., Mostovyi, 2016
The new conception of seismic data analysis is proposed. It is based on preliminary studying of seismic background. Its characteristics are a base for using mathematical models of non
realizable seismic signals. The specific mathematical model of the seismic signal is proposed
as well. The peculiarity of the model is that it allows you to simulate the flow of seismic waves of
different classes each of them appears in the stream with specific time delay. This process takes place against the micro-seismic background noise. It is natural to model the flow of signals
by the physically realizable signal. It means those signals which do not have a trace in prehistory. But this representation of the signal is unacceptable for two reasons. The first one is related
to the smoothness of the signal at the time of its appearance on the seismic record. The second
one is related to the fact that the fade of the signal in the noise does not allow us to determine the
time of its appearance on the record accurately. The latter circumstance does not leave us the
possibility to simulate the time of the signal occurrence by using the determined value. Therefore, the time of occurrence of the signal is simulated by random variable with variance depending
on the level of micro-seismic background. We introduce the notion of generalized seismic signal as a function of time and of the vector of parameters, which determine its shape, the energy,
the place in flow of the other signals, spectral characteristics, and in general behaviour in the entire history of its existence. Any widely spread seismic signal models used in practice are a particular case of this one. Or in a more rigorous approach to the definition the different particular cases
of the signals classes are transformed into the different hyper-planes into space of parameters.
Key words: seismic signal, stochastic flow, a posterior probability, seismic background noise, mathematical model.
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